SMART CITY FM DRIVER/PASSENGER
INFORMATION SYSTEM
(FM RE-BROADCAST)
Because the entrance and exit of closed areas like
tunnel are not wide, wireless and radio broadcasting
can only proceed to some point.
Fail in access of radio from the outer environment to
inner parts of tunnel or from inside of tunnel to the outer environment leads to communication interruption.
Radio communication inside tunnel plays a vital role
especially in case of emergency. Insuring the coordination inside the tunnel and data transfer to the outer environment are substantial needs. To make broadcasting from outside to inside of tunnel, re-broadcast systems are used.
ABE Technology FM Broadcast System
 There are 8 to 48 adjustable channels in the system.
System(88 – 108MHz) has both analog and digital
stereo inputs.
 System generally consists of 8–48 pieces FM modulator modules, 8-way combiners to 3 pieces
(according to the number of channels) that combines
them, and 2 power amplifiers as one of them is a
driver amplifier.
 The channels of system is adjusted in computer environment, also simultaneous broadcast up to 48 and
driver and passenger information with RDS is managed.
 In the system it is possible to take radio signals from
the air for re-broadcasting, and it is possible to broadcast directly from microphone or another voice source
thanks to digital control. Thus, the voice source can
be changed easily to use FM radio signals in the case
of emergency.

Modulator and PA Stage
Parameter

Value

FM Downlink
Bandwidth:
Ripple:
Max. Gain:
P1dB:
IP3:
Noise Power in Band(30kHz B/W)

88MHz to 108MHz
< ±1.5 dB
> 33 dB
> +42 dBm
> +52 dBm
< -36dBm

General
Power Input:

50V DC < 5A

Alarms:

High Temperature Error
DC Voltage Error

Box Material:
RF Connector:
Temperature:

Aluminium (2mm)
N Type
-20°C - +70°C

User Interface

RDS Data of Haskoy Tunnel in Vehicle

Remote Control User Interface

RDS Data of Haskoy Tunnel in
Mobile Phone

System Diagram

24 Channels FM System setted to Haskoy
Tunnel

Demodulation Stage (24 Channels)

Audio Switching Circuit
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